
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 11, pp. 778 { 782 c 2012 December 10Observation of optical non reciprocity in a single layer of transparentlinear chiral media with asymmetric boundariesK.R.Allahverdyan, A.H.Gevorgyan+, R.R.Hakobyan+, T.V.Galstian1)Center for Optics, Photonics and Laser, Department of Physics, Engineering Physics and Optics, Laval University,Pav. d'Optique-Photonique G1V 0A6 Quebec, Canada+Department of Physics, Yerevan State University, 0025 Yerevan, ArmeniaSubmitted 26 September 2012We report the observation of optical non reciprocity in a material system that is very close to natural struc-tures, such as insect skin: a single layer of linear transparent material in its ground state. The process is shownto be de�ned by two key parameters: the chirality of the material and its asymmetric boundary conditions.Our qualitative and preliminary quantitative analysis are in very good agreement with experimental results.The electromagnetic non reciprocity has attractedsigni�cant attention both for fundamental (time reversalbreakdown) and practical (unidirectional propagation)reasons. Apart of the traditional magnetic �eld exci-tation cases, very speci�c physical conditions must besatis�ed by material systems to exhibit such behaviour(see Ref. [1, 2] and references therein). Thus, in onefamily of material systems, the use of external �elds oroptical nonlinearities is required [2, 3]. Multiple cellsof gyroscopic media, such as cholesteric liquid crystals(CLC), containing defect layers [4] or combined withnematic liquid crystals (NLC), have been used in an-other family of material systems where the use of anexternal electric �eld allowed also their dynamic tun-ing [1]. Finally, lossy planar (two dimensional) CLCstructures were also proven to exhibit optical non reci-procity [5].In all above mentioned cases, the non-reciprocity iscreated arti�cially. We think that particularly interest-ing are the cases of using chiral materials, such as CLCs,which are frequently found in the nature. In fact, itis well known that a standing alone CLC layer is notchanging its handedness when observed from two op-posed directions and its optical properties are recipro-cal. This is the reason why additional \intervention" isrequired [1, 4, 6]. However, in the present work, we re-port the observation of optical non reciprocity in a singlelayer of transparent (non lossy) linear CLC without us-ing additional layers or excitation �elds. This materialsystem thus represents a situation that may be readilyfound in many natural systems (see later). As it will beseen later, the transmission non reciprocity here is \nat-urally" generated because of the asymmetric boundariesof the CLC.1)e-mail: tigran.galstian@phy.ulaval.ca

Typical liquid crystal (LC) cells have symmetricgeometry along the light propagation direction. Thosecells are traditionally composed of two glass substrates(coated from one side by optically transparent conduc-tive indium tin oxide (ITO) layers) that are sandwichinga thin layer of LC, with ITOs facing each other [6{8].Usually, very thin (at the order of 50 nm) and unidi-rectionally rubbed polyimide (PI) layers are also addedon the top of each ITO to align the LC [9]. However,some recent applications of LCs have generated the needin asymmetric cells, where the LC layer is still con-�ned between two PI coated substrates, but only oneof them bears an ITO coating [10], providing thus op-tically asymmetric boundary conditions for the LC (seethe top center inset of the Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The schematic geometry (bottom) of the experimen-tal scheme used for the study of light transmission througha layer (top) of CLC with optically asymmetric boundaryconditions. Top: ITO { indium tin oxide, PI { polyimidelayer, CLC { cholesteric liquid crystal. A and B are lightincidence directions for two sequential experiments. Bot-tom: BBP { broad band polarizer, BB QWP1 & 2 { broadband quarter wave plates778 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Observation of optical non reciprocity in a single layer : : : 779We were working with such a cell of planar aligned(on both substrates) CLC that was composed of 33wt%of CB15 and 67wt% of MLC 2048 (both purchasedfrom Merck). The original goal (not detailed here)of using this mixture was to create fast switchablehelical structure with a spectrally selective reectionband (\bandgap") in the 1350{1600nm region. The�rst component (CB15) is a right handed CLC thatis usually providing an optical bandgap in the greenspectral region (� 520{560nm) at room temperature.The average refractive index of CB15 was measuredas nav = 1:567 � 0:002 [11]. Its dielectric anisotropyis negative (tested from 100Hz up to few 100kHz).The second component (MLC2048) is a \dual fre-quency" NLC [12]. Its dielectric anisotropy is pos-itive for \low" frequencies (� 1 kHz) and is negativefor \high" frequencies (� 50kHz, at room tempera-ture).We have used two di�erent glass substrates to buildthe sandwich-like cell containing the above mentionedmixture. The �rst one was made from a standard mi-croscope glass with 1mm of thickness, while the sec-ond one was an ITO coated glass of 0.7mm thickness(purchased from TFD). Cells were fabricated by spac-ing those two substrates at 8�m distance (using spacersdispersed in the peripheral glue walls) and by using thestandard method of capillary injection of the CLC mix-ture.We knew [7] that the above mentioned material mix-ture is simultaneously sensitive to the polarization state(or angular momentum) of light as well as to its wave-length (or linear momentum). We thus started our inves-tigations by polarization dependent transmission mea-surements by using Varian (Cary 500 scan) spectropho-tometer. In order to obtain various polarization states(e.g., circularly polarized) of the broadband probe beam,we have built a simple setup inside the spectrometer(bottom of the Fig. 1). We used a broad band polarizer(BBP) that changed the original unpolarized beam intolinear polarized one and a Fresnel rhomb, as broadbandquarter wave plate (BBQWP1), which has generatedthe circularly polarized probe beam. The polarizer'saxis' direction was tilted at 45� relative to the horizon-tal direction and, when needed, we could turn it to 90�to change the circularity handedness (left{right) of theprobe beam (after the BBQWP1). The second Fresnelrhomb (BBQWP2) transformed the probe's polarizationback to linear one and also brought its propagation axisinto the original direction. The CLC cell (with parallelbut dissimilar interfaces, see the top inset of the Fig. 1)was placed between two BBQWPs, in the area wherethe probe beam was circularly polarized.

The experimental procedure was the following: weplaced the sample of CLC between two BBQWPs andwe measured the transmission spectrum; then we turnedthe sample at 180� (with respect to the vertical axis) andwe measured the spectrum again (for the opposed direc-tion of propagation of light through the cell). We haverepeated this procedure many times for various polariza-tion states of the probe beam and for each position of thecell (the cells were also removed and placed back againmultiple times to evaluate the contributions of variousmeasurement errors).The obtained transmission spectra of our cells clearlyshow non-reciprocal behavior. Indeed, as one can see,from the Fig. 2a, the transmittance of the cell in the spec-

Fig. 2. Non resonant circularly polarized light transmissionspectra (through the planar cell of CLC) detected for twoopposed directions of light propagation through the cell.(a) { The cell was built with asymmetric optical boundaryconditions. (b) { The cell was built with symmetric opticalboundary conditions (see Fig. 1 for the de�nitions of A &B cases)tral bandgap area is noticeably higher for the case whenthe left circularly polarized light (non-resonant with theCLC) is incident from the side B (see the top inset ofFig. 1). In fact, this non-reciprocity was observed forall key states of incident beam's polarization (including�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



780 K.R.Allahverdyan, A.H.Gevorgyan, R.R.Hakobyan, T.V.Galstianfor linear parallel and linear perpendicular to rubbingdirection, both circularities, etc.) but the correspondingresults will be detailed in a following article (for the sakeof the shortness of this communication).The same measurement, performed with the sametype of the cell of the same CLC mixture, but containingtwo ITO coated substrates (and thus with optically sym-metric boundary conditions for the CLC) shows no suche�ect (Fig. 2b). This is emphasizing the key role of theasymmetry boundary conditions in the observed non-reciprocity. Note that the lower transmission and addi-tional oscillations (in Fig. 2b) are resulted by the pres-ence of the second ITO and the corresponding Fabry-Perrot e�ect.In addition, there was no such e�ect of non-reciprocity for the same asymmetric cells, which wascontaining an NLC (non gyroscopic LC) and for all in-dividual elements of used cells (ITO coated glass sub-strates, etc.). This con�rms that the chirality of CLClayer also plays a major role in the observed non-reciprocal transmission e�ect.Let us consider a layer of CLC with optically non-symmetrical boundary conditions to develop a simplequalitative analysis of the processes involved (Fig. 3).The interface A of the CLC represents the boundary

Fig. 3. Qualitative description of the physical origins of theoptical non reciprocity in the layer of CLC with asymmet-ric optical boundary conditions A and B (light is incidenton the interface A)with the ITO, while the interface B is the boundary withthe ordinary glass (both are PI coated). Given that theexperimentally observed non-reciprocity was presented(Fig. 2) for the case of the probe beam having non-resonant circular polarization (designated as \�" in theFig. 3), we shall consider this speci�c case only. Then,we can start by analyzing the probe beam's transmis-sion for an incidence from the interface A (propagatingfrom left to right). The coe�cient TA� will represent thetransmission coe�cient (by intensity) of the probe (with\�" polarization) through the interface A. The coe�-

cient TB� will represent the transmission coe�cient ofthe probe (with \�" polarization) through the interfaceB. Thus, for the �rst passage, the probe's transmission(through the interfaces A and B) may be expressed bythe \aggregate" coe�cient TA�TB� .Furthermore, the coe�cient RB� will represent thereection coe�cient of the probe (with \�" polariza-tion) from the interface B. As it is well known, thecircular polarization state of light is inversed when itis reected from a simple interface (since we have thesame direction of rotation of light's electric �eld, but anopposed direction of its wave vector). Thus, given thatthe handedness of the CLC is not changed, we shall nowhave a resonantly polarized probe beam (designated as\+" in the Fig. 3), propagating from right to left, af-ter its �rst reection from the interface B. This lightwill be completely (100%) reected from the bulk CLC[6] if the parameters of the CLC layer are appropriatelychosen. In addition, it is also well known [6] that thepolarization state of the resonantly reected (from theCLC) light will remain the same (here \+"). This res-onantly reected beam will generate \another" trans-mitted beam in the second passage. However, giventhat the CLC is a gyrotropic media, the refractive in-dices (n+ and n�), seen by opposed circular polariza-tions (\+" and \�"), are di�erent. Thus, the transmis-sion and reection coe�cients of our interfaces (A andB) are not the same for two opposed circular polariza-tions. That is the reason why the transmission termfor the second passage will be expressed by the coe�-cient TA�TB�TB+ . This beam (with polarization \+")will be reected from the interface B with the coe�cientTA�TB�RB+ and also with inversion of its polarizationinto the state \�". This beam will propagate across theCLC and will be reected from the interface A with thecoe�cient TA�TB�RB+RA� and with inversion of itspolarization state (into \+"), which will be then 100%reected from the bulk CLC, etc. The further analysisof the light propagation (with another reection fromthe interface A) shows that, after the third passage, theaggregate coe�cient of transmission (from left to right)will be given as TA�TB�RB+RA�RA+TB� . We shallnot continue further this consideration since it will sim-ply repeat the same cycles (delimited by two star signson the top right and bottom right of the Fig. 3, near theinterface B), but with smaller contributions. Given thenon-coherent character of the light source used, we canestimate the total transmission coe�cient (for the light'sincidence from the interface A) asTA�to�B = TA�TB� + TA�RB�TB+ ++ TA�RB�RB+RA�RA+TB� � � � : (1)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Observation of optical non reciprocity in a single layer : : : 781Similar analyses, conducted for the light incidence fromthe interface B (propagating from right to left), gives usan aggregate coe�cient of transmission (for �rst threepassages) that may be presented asTB�to�A = TB�TA� + TB�RA�TA+ ++ TB�RA�RA+RB�RB+TA� � � � : (2)As one can see, the second and third terms of equa-tions (1) and (2) are di�erent. This di�erence disap-pears (con�rming thus our observations) if the boundaryconditions are the sameTA� = TB� and RA� = RB� : (3)Also, if the boundary asymmetry is still present, butthe circular anisotropy of the CLC is very weakTA� � TA+ = TA; RA� � RA+ = RA;TB� � TB+ = TB; RB� � RB+ = RB ; (4)then we obtain a simple relation for the non-reciprocityTA�to�BTB�to�A � 1 +RB +R2BR2A1 +RA +R2AR2B : (5)Thus, the di�erence in reections RA and RB is the ma-jor contributor of non-reciprocity. However, the chiralcharacter of the CLC is necessary for the non-reciprocitysince, otherwise, the travel of light in the media will bedi�erent and the ratio of transmissions in opposed di-rections will be expressed asTA�to�BTB�to�A = 1 +RBRA +R2BR2A1 +RARB +R2AR2B = 1: (6)This again con�rms our experimental results.To further validate the described (in the equation(5)) hypothesis of the observed non-reciprocity, we havedone additional experiments by measuring the coe�-cients of reection and transmission for the microscopeglass and ITO coated glass in air at normal incidenceat a wavelength that was inside the spectral bandgaparea (=1481nm) of our CLC. The obtained values areas follows:TA(ITO-glass) = 0:61 � 0:015, RA(ITO-glass) = 0:2 ��0:015, TB(glass) = 0:87�0:015,RB(glass) = 0:07�0:015:Using those values we can estimate the e�ective refrac-tive index values of the ITO and glass substrates, re-spectively as nITO � 2:0 � 0:05 and nG � 1:50� 0:05.Using the average refractive index of the CLC we canthen estimate the values of RA � 0:019 � 0:002 andRB � 0:0005� 0:0001. Obviously those reection coef-�cients are smaller compared to the values obtained in

air because of the smaller refractive index mismatch inthe CLC cell. In this case, the expression (5) could befurther simpli�ed to result in the following formTA�to�B=TB�to�A � (1 +RB)=(1 +RA): (7)We thus obtain estimation for the non-reciprocity coef-�cient that should be TA�to�B=TB�to�A � 0:98� 0:09.The same ratio, calculated from the Fig. 2a, is � 0:953��0:008. We think that, given the approximations made,this is a rather good agreement. In addition, this sim-ple formula (7) also shows that the best ratio of non-reciprocity may achieve the factor of 2, when RB = 1and RA = 0.We have used the method, described in Ref. [4],trying to reproduce the experimentally observed non-reciprocal behavior. The system discussed here can betreated as a multi-layer system: Isotropic Layer (1) {CLC Layer { Isotropic Layer (2). According to Am-bartsumian's layer addition modi�ed method, if there isa system consisting of two adjacent (from left to right)layers, A and B, then the reection and transmissionmatrices of the system, A + B, viz. bRA+B and bTA+B ,are determined in terms of similar matrices of its com-ponent layers by the matrix equations:bRA+B = eRA + ebTAbRB [eI � ebRAbRB ]�1bTA;bTA+B = bTB [eI � ebRAbRB ]�1bTA; (8)where the tilde denotes the corresponding reection andtransmission matrices for the reverse direction of lightpropagation, and I is the unit matrix. The exact reec-tion and transmission matrices for a �nite CLC layer (atlight normal incidence) and for an Isotropic Layer arewell known [13, 14]. First, we sew the Isotropic Layer(2) with the CLC Layer from the left side, using matrixEqs. (8). In the second stage, we sew the Isotropic Layer(1) with the obtained CLC Layer { Isotropic Layer (2)system, again from the left side.Here, we present (in Fig. 4) one particular case ofsimulation corresponding to our experimental results(Fig. 2a). The simulation parameters used are as follows:the e�ective thickness of the glass A (ITO coated glass)is considered 1mm and its e�ective refractive index isdescribed by the equation: nA = 1:4+2(��1)=�. Ordi-nary and extraordinary refractive indexes of the CLC aren0 = 1:5, ne = 1:7 respectively. Helix pitch of the CLCis p = 0:96�m (the distance at which the LC moleculesrotate at 360�) and the number of entire helixes is t = 6.Thickness of the glass B (ordinary glass) is 0.5mm andits refractive index is 1.5. As one can see (Fig. 4), we ob-tain very good agreement between the experimental andtheoretical results for two opposed directions of light�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012
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Fig. 4. Theoretical description of light transmissionthrough the CLC cell with asymmetric boundary con-ditions in two opposed directions A and B (see Figs. 1and 2a)propagation through the CLC cell that was built withasymmetric optical boundary conditions.We have observed and explained, in the �rst approx-imation, an optical non reciprocity phenomenon in a lin-ear and non-absorbing material layer without using ex-citation �elds. We have shown that this non reciprocityis de�ned by two key parameters of the media: the chi-rality of the layer and the asymmetry of its boundaryconditions. We believe that the described system is verysimple (well suited for potential applications) and, in thesame time, is rich since it has very speci�c dependenceupon the angular and linear momentums of light. In ad-dition, we think that the reported non-reciprocity mightalso have interesting implications in the natural evolu-tion given that such chiral material systems (with asym-metric boundary conditions) are abundantly present inthe natural environment, such as various insect skins,
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